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Chapter 895 He Cannot Be Allowed To Live

The next thing Kai knew, he was coughing up a huge mouthful of blood, and his face had
become extremely pale.

The golden glow around his body faded, and the flames around Dragonslayer Sword grew
weaker too.

Steinar burst out laughing when he noticed that. “Hahaha! I suggest you be a good boy and
just hand the draconic essence over, Kai! You’re no match for me in your current state! You’ll
just die from exhaustion if you drag this fight out any longer!”

He’s right… I’m not match for him right now. I’ll most likely end up losing if this battle drags
on.

Kai’s expression grew solemn as he glared at Steinar, who was standing there with a gleeful
smile on his face.

The cracks on the arcane array grew larger as the energy accumulated inside reached its
peak.

“I have to hold on for a little while longer… Just a little while longer…” Kai mumbled to
himself through clenched teeth.

He then sheathed Dragonslayer Sword and unleashed all of the energy within his elixir field,
causing his golden aura to light up again.

He was shining so brightly that it looked as if his muscles had turned into gold.

“Still won’t give up, huh?”

Steinar broke into a grin as he channeled the aura within his body and charged at Kai.

Not wanting to give up without a fight, Kai ran forward and threw a punch at Steinar in
response.



Boom!

A deafening noise echoed throughout the area as Steinar’s terrifying aura was unleashed
from his body.

Kai was sent flying at high speed and looked extremely pale when he hit the floor.

“Hand over the draconic essence, and I may spare your life!” Steinar demanded as he made
his way toward Kai.

Ignoring him completely, Kai focused all of his spiritual sense on the arcane array.

He then began muttering some chants under his breath and appeared to be casting a spell.
Moments later, his body began to expand and puff up like a balloon.

Steinar froze in surprise when he saw what was happening, but quickly burst into laughter
as he asked, “What are you trying to do? Self-destruct?”

Those words had barely left his mouth when a burning hot ray of light came shining into the
area, and everyone could sense a dangerous aura in the air.

Boom!

The ground began to shake violently as well. Unable to withstand the pressure any longer,
the arcane array exploded on the spot.

Steinar narrowed his eyes upon realizing what was going on, but there was nothing he could
do. He was sent flying backward by an insanely powerful blast. Despite being Martial Arts
Grandmasters, Wrea and the others too, were blown into the air like pieces of paper.

Of course, things weren’t looking all the great for Kai either. Although he was prepared for
the explosion,

the force of the blast was still powerful enough to knock him back by a thousand feet. He
lost his balance and continued tumbling uncontrollably until he eventually slammed into a
tree.

Fortunately, his body suffered minimal damages due to its puffed up state. In fact, the
rounded shape even allowed him to roll really far away.



Enduring the pain in his body, Kai quickly got up and made a mad dash toward the Medicine
God Sect.

Steinar and the others looked really messy as their clothes were tattered due to the blast.

Upon scrambling to their feet, Steinar glanced about his surroundings and realized Kai was
nowhere to be seen.

“Where’s Kai?” he shouted angrily.

“We didn’t see where he went either…” Wrea mumbled awkwardly.

As the blast had sent them all flying, neither of them saw where Kai went.

“D*mn, I can’t believe we let him get away!”

Steinar had fury written all over his face as he took a deep breath to calm himself down.

“What do we do now, Steinar?” Wrea asked.

“What else can we do? We have no choice but to head back, remember? Still, we cannot
allow Kai to live or he’ll become a huge problem for us in the future…”

Steinar’s body was overflowing with murderous intent as he narrowed his eyes. He knew
that giving Kai time would lead to him causing them a lot of trouble.
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Meanwhile, Kai was running toward the Medicine God Sect to get his severe injuries treated.

He wouldn’t have ended up in such a nasty state if he were going against Steinar alone, but
having the martial energy of several Martial Arts Grandmasters made Steinar quite a
formidable opponent.



By focusing his spiritual energy on his legs, Kai arrived at the Medicine God Sect in less than
a day.

The sect members guarding the door quickly stepped forward to hold Kai steady the
moment they saw him in that state.

As someone rushed off to inform Axton about it, Axton soon came running with Lyanna and
several other elders.

Everyone was shocked when they realized Kai was all covered in wounds.

“What happened to you, Kai?” Lyanna asked with a pained expression.

“It’s a long story. I’ll tell you guys about it some other time.” Kai then turned toward Axton as
he continued, “Mr. Knox, will you please prepare the herbs required to make a rejuvenating
pill? I need to create one.”

Axton was hesitant. “But, your condition is…”

“Don’t worry about me and just hurry up! I’ll be fine after resting for a bit!” Kai urged him
again.

With that, Axton went off to gather the materials while Lyanna helped him into a room in the
Medicine God Sect.

Kai then started controlling his breathing and slowly healed his injuries by channeling Focus
Technique. His body absorbed all the spiritual energy around him, including those that the
draconic essence had just recovered.

However, such spiritual energy alone was neither enough for Kai to make a full recovery nor
synthesize a rejuvenating pill.

The sky was already dark by the time he slowly opened his eyes. His wounds were no longer
visible, but his body was still somewhat weak.

Kai made his way to the Medicine God Hall, only to realize that nobody was home. The sight
of the Divine Cauldron in the main hall suggested that everyone was out gathering herbs.



While gently caressing the Divine Cauldron, Kai used his spiritual sense on it and detected a
refreshing aura from within.

Unlike most ordinary spiritual energy, this one made Kai feel really comfortable and
strengthened his body rapidly.

“Huh? Is there something magical about this cauldron?”

Kai found it rather surprising as he had never inspected the cauldron in detail ever since he
got his hands on it.

All he did was use it to synthesize some pills in the past.

Driven by curiosity, Kai jumped into the cauldron and saw a line of text on the inside.

“The tiger roars in the mountains, and the serpent screeches beneath the ocean. Only by
enduring great pain, can one truly find liberation.”

After reading the text out loud, he was wondering what it meant when a blinding light
appeared inside the cauldron.

Kai found himself enveloped by an aura before passing out on the spot.

Swoosh!

Kai’s body was suspended in a sea of aura that was cutting at him like blades, but he didn’t
feel any pain whatsoever.

By curling up his body into a ball, Kai broke into a satisfied grin as he absorbed the aura
around him.

It looked like he was in a dream, and yet it felt incredibly realistic at the same time.

However, the sea of aura disappeared moments later, and Kai found himself being plunged
into a sea of fire.

The pain from the scorching heat felt unbearable, but Kai couldn’t escape it no matter how
hard he tried.



He wanted to scream for help, but no sound came out of his mouth.

As he continued to burn in the fire, his skin started coming off layer by layer, only to
regenerate in the same fashion.

Eventually, the pain got too severe for Kai to handle, and he passed out from it.

After what seemed like forever, Kai was woken up by someone repeatedly calling his name.

“Kai! Kai! Why are you sleeping in here?” Lyanna shouted at Kai when she saw him all curled
up inside Divine Cauldron.
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Kai slowly opened his eyes, and the first thing he saw was Lyanna’s worried expression.

Upon climbing out of the cauldron, he noticed that Axton and several other elders were there
too.

They had prepared the ingredients and were going to summon Kai, but found him sleeping
inside the Divine Cauldron instead.

“Why were you sleeping in there?” Lyanna asked a second time in confusion.

“I-I don’t know why either!”

Kai frowned as he only recalled jumping into the cauldron. Everything else felt like a dream
to him.

“You don’t know?” Lyanna found it even stranger.
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Kai took a deep breath and examined his body, only to realize that his muscles were exuding
a bright, golden glow. On top of that, the spiritual energy within his elixir field was surging
like crazy.

He then shifted his gaze toward Divine Cauldron and gently waved his hand at it. The next
thing they knew, a light blue flame appeared inside the cauldron and seemed to be
controlled by his willpower.

“Mr. Knox, have you gathered all the ingredients required?” Kai asked.

“Yes, My Lord! Everything is ready!” Axton replied.

“Very well, then. You may put them in there now,” Kai said while turning up the heat of the
flames.

Axton and the elders quickly tossed the ingredients into the cauldron. The synthesis of
rejuvenating pills required a ton of rare herbs that would cost a fortune in the market. The
Medicine God Sect was probably the only one capable of gathering all of those ingredients
in such a short amount of time.

The spiritual energy released by the herbs was all trapped inside the cauldron.

A few hours later, a rejuvenating pill appeared inside the Divine Cauldron, and the light blue
flames were extinguished.

Apart from all these rare medicinal herbs, the synthesis of rejuvenating pills would also
require a huge amount of spiritual energy.

However, Kai didn’t seem the least bit tired after synthesizing that rejuvenating pill. If
anything, his elixir field still had an abundance of spiritual energy.

“Huh… Was that not a dream, then?” Kai mumbled to himself in surprise.

“What are you going on about?” Lyanna asked in confusion when she saw him acting a little
strange.

“This Divine Cauldron sure is something amazing! Not only is it capable of synthesizing pills,
but it can also treat diseases and strengthen one’s body!” Kai exclaimed excitedly.



“My Lord, this Divine Cauldron is an ancient artifact that has been used by lots of alchemists
in the past. Countless medicinal herbs have been processed inside, so it must’ve absorbed
quite a significant amount of aura.”

Hearing Axton’s explanation cleared up Kai’s confusion instantly.

So, that really wasn’t a dream! I actually activated an arcane array while I was inside the
cauldron, which allowed me to absorb that aura and reinforce my body with its sacred
flames! As long as I keep using the Divine Cauldron to synthesize pills, I’ll be able to store
the aura inside for my own personal use afterward! First, I get my hands on this draconic
essence that can produce and store up aura on its own. And now, I discover that the Divine
Cauldron is capable of aiding my cultivation process too! I sure am a lucky one!

Kai burst out laughing in happiness and excitement at the thought of that. “Hahaha! This is
good stuff! This really is good stuff!”

Thinking he had lost his mind, Lyanna gave Kai a funny look when she saw him laughing like
a madman.

After all, no one else knew how much the Divine Cauldron’s secret meant to him.

Honestly, I wouldn’t have nearly lost the battle today if I were strong enough. If the Shalvis
family is this powerful, then one can only imagine how tough it would be to go against the
Deragons! How can I wipe them out and rescue my mother?
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That thought caused Kai to slowly calm down as the excitement wore off.

“Mr. Knox, I want you to work together with a few of the elders to produce dozens of body
pills tonight.

I will need them ready by tomorrow morning,” he said while storing the rejuvenating pill.



Kai was planning on bringing the body pills back to the members of the Department of
Justice so he could boost their strength as quickly as possible.

“My Lord, please be rest assured that we will get the job done,” Axton replied with a nod.

Kai then left the hall and prepared to get some rest in his room, but Lyanna kept following
closely behind him.

Although they had only been separated for two days, she found that she was unable to leave
Kai anymore and was thinking of him all the time.

“Why are you following me around at this hour? Shouldn’t you be heading to bed?” Kai asked
anxiously.

Because of how open-minded Lyanna was, he could very well have his virginity stolen by her
if he let his guard down.

Naturally, that wouldn’t sit very well with Josephine.

“Your injuries have yet to heal fully, so I need to look after you!” Lyanna replied.

“I’m fine now, so you don’t have to look after me anymore.”

Kai even jumped around just to show that he was all better.

“It’s not fine until I say so! Geez, you’re a guy for crying out loud! Why are you being so
difficult?” Lyanna protested as she shoved Kai into the room and locked the door behind
them.

“What are you doing?” Kai asked nervously.

“I’m going to stay here so I can look after you and sleep with you,” Lyanna replied
straightforwardly.

“No, it’s not appropriate for the two of us to sleep in the same room. People might start
talking-” Kai shook his head profusely.

“I don’t care about that!” Lyanna said.



“But I do! I’m still a virgin, you know? What if I…”

Kai was so flustered that he didn’t even know how to continue.

Lyanna rolled her eyes at him. “Don’t worry! I won’t do anything to you even if we’re sleeping
in the same room. What do you take me for, huh? Some kind of promiscuous sl*t? I won’t do
anything to you without your consent, okay?”

Wait… I thought guys are usually the ones who say that stuff to girls? Why are the gender
roles reversed now?

With that in mind, Kai let out a helpless sigh and agreed to sleep in the same room with her.

Although Lyanna kept her hands to herself that night, she did steal a kiss before going to
bed.

Unbeknownst to her, Kai was actually aware of it but pretended to be asleep so as to not
make things awkward between them. He decided that he would not take action as long as
she didn’t go overboard.

The next day, Axton brought the body pills over really early in the morning.

“The body pills are ready, My Lord. Also, I have a vigor pill here that may be of use to you.

A single dose of this will give you the strength to go three hundred rounds with ease!” he
said with a wink when he saw Kai and Lyanna leaving the room together.

Kai froze for a moment before realizing what Axton meant. What the… Did he seriously just
call it vigor pill?

This guy sure knows how to name stuff! Why doesn’t he just call it sperm pill instead!

“It’s not what you think, Mr. Knox! Lyanna and I didn’t do anything!

I won’t be needing that vigor pill, so you can just keep it for yourself,” Kai explained
awkwardly.

“You really underestimate Kai, Mr. Knox! He’s a young man in his twenties!



Why would he even need that stuff? You have no idea how much of a beast he was last
night!” Lyanna said with a satisfied grin on her face.

“All right, I understand…”

Axton let out a chuckle as he put the vigor pill away.

“Hey! Quit making stuff up!” Kai shouted angrily at Lyanna. He then turned toward Axton and
continued, “Don’t listen to her, Mr. Knox! We really didn’t do anything!”
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“Of course… I believe you, My Lord…” Despite what Axton said, his eyes were clearly filled
with doubt and sarcasm when he looked at Kai.

Not wanting to waste too much time on that matter, Kai shrugged helplessly and stopped
trying to explain himself any further.

Leviathan is still waiting for me to bring him the rejuvenating pill! I need to hurry up and get
it delivered!

“Thanks for the hard work, Mr. Knox. I’ll be heading back now!”

“I’ll go with you!” Lyanna said all of a sudden.

“No way! Haven’t you realized how dangerous my journey here was? You could die if you
come with me!” Kai rejected her request immediately.

“Even so, I want to be with you! You’ll have to kill me if you wish to stop me!” Lyanna shouted
with a firm expression.

Seeing as she had already made up her mind on that matter, Kai could only let out a
helpless sigh as he said, “Fine… But you must escape if we run into danger, got it? I don’t
want you playing the hero and trying anything stupid!”



“You underestimate my abilities a bit too much, Kai! I’m a Senior Grandmaster, you know?
Besides, I’ve got my Charm Magic!” Lyanna protested with a pout.

Little did she know, Senior Grandmasters were nothing in a place like Jadeborough. Her
Charm Magic would be completely useless against Martial Arts Grandmasters with strong
willpower. However, Kai didn’t bother arguing any further and simply rushed over to Shadow
Estate with her.

Due to having her as excess baggage, it was already afternoon by the time they arrived.

The two guards outside Shadow Estate quickly welcomed Kai the moment they saw him.

“Mr. Chance!” Colin came running out of the hall upon hearing about his arrival.

He was not expecting for Kai to come back so soon.

“Colin, has anyone come over lately?” Kai asked.

He feared that Steinar would cause trouble at Shadow Estate after failing to capture him the
other day.

“No. A few noble families that I am on good terms with did drop by to pay their respects, but
I turned them all down,” Colin replied.

“Well done. I want you to have more men stand guard outside. Make sure no one gets in!”
Kai ordered.

Colin nodded and gave the order immediately. This time, however, he didn’t even glance at
Lyanna when he passed her by.

It would seem that the playboy had changed a lot since the incident with Renee.

Given how Lyanna was the epitome of feminine charm and exuded a faint fragrance to
complement her amazing figure, most men would find themselves turning their heads
whenever they passed her by.

Even Kai himself stole a few glances at her when he first met her, but Colin had ignored her
presence completely.



Although Colin was a little weak when it came to physical strength, he definitely had the
potential to become a powerful fighter if trained well.

While Colin made the arrangements for more security on the front door, Kai and Lyanna
made their way into the room where Leviathan was lying in. His face was completely pale
and had no signs of life whatsoever.

“I-Isn’t he already dead? How do we save a dead person?” Lyanna asked in shock.

“Mr. Zare isn’t dead yet. You may not know this, but you were in a much worse condition
back then. All of your internal organs were severely damaged. You only survived because of
the longevity pill from Mr. Knox and the rejuvenating pill that I gave you after carrying you
back to the Medicine God Sect,” Kai explained.

“And because you saved my life, it is only natural that I repay you with my body! Honestly, I
don’t understand why that’s such a hard concept for you to grasp!” Lyanna teased him.

Kai decided to ignore her statement as there was no telling what nonsense she might spout
out of that filthy mouth of hers.

He then applied some pressure on Leviathan’s pulse point before transferring his spiritual
energy into his body. Leviathan’s heart was still beating weakly inside his chest, and there
was a layer of aura surrounding it.
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After that, Kai opened up Leviathan’s mouth and shoved the rejuvenating pill down his
throat. He even made sure to massage Leviathan’s stomach gently so that the pill would go
straight into his gut.

It wasn’t long before Leviathan’s face looked alive again, and his heartbeat became a lot
more noticeable. However, his eyes remained tightly shut as he was still unconscious.



Colin, who happened to come in at the time, grew excited when he saw his father’s
condition improving. “Dad! Dad! Wake up! Look at me! It’s me, Colin!” he shouted while
throwing himself at Leviathan.

Although Colin received no response whatsoever, the fact that Leviathan’s heartbeat could
be clearly felt was a good enough indicator of his well-being.

“Mr. Chance, what’s wrong with my dad?” he asked while looking at Kai in confusion.

“I have given him a rejuvenating pill, but it will take about forty nine hours before he regains
consciousness. Make sure you keep him safe in the meantime,” Kai explained.

Colin nodded profusely. “Thank you, Mr. Chance!”

If Leviathan were to die, then Shadow Estate would surely go down with him. Given Colin’s
capabilities, he couldn’t possibly manage the entire estate all by himself.

Kai then gave Colin a few more reminders before returning to the Department of Justice
with Lyanna.

Theodore felt a little surprised when he saw Kai returning so soon.

Unbeknownst to him, Leviathan was the main reason behind Kai’s speedy return. Had it not
been for Leviathan, Kai would’ve synthesized the jet melding cream for Tommy and Phoenix
before returning.

“General Jackson, I want you to summon all the team members right now,” Kai ordered.

Theodore nodded and instructed Shane to have all team members assemble in the martial
arts arena.

Standing in the front, Kai retrieved dozens of body pills from his pocket and held them up for
all to see. The first thing they noticed was the pleasant aroma that emanated from the pills.

“What are those, Mr. Chance?” Theodore asked softly.

“These are body pills that I had the elders from the Medicine God Sect synthesize last night.
These pills will strengthen all of you, so you should be seeing results very soon if you train
according to my instructions,” Kai replied.



“Body pills synthesized by the elders from the Medicine God Sect?” Theodore stared
wide-eyed at Kai in shock.

Pills from the Medicine God Sect are especially expensive, especially those synthesized by
the elders! How on earth did Kai get his hands on dozens of these? These would sell for
billions on the market!

The other members too were curious and surprised by what they saw. Had it not been for
Kai, they would probably never be able to afford even a single one of those pills.

Unable to withhold his curiosity any longer, Shane asked, “Mr. Chance, are you really the
Lord of Medicine God Sect?”

They had all doubted Kai when he claimed to be the Lord of Medicine God Sect because of
his ridiculously young age. On top of that, the elders capable of synthesizing pills were all
Martial Arts Grandmasters, so it was highly unlikely for them to acknowledge a young man
like him as their leader.

Simply being powerful wasn’t enough for one to become Lord of Medicine God Sect. To
qualify, one would need to have exceptional knowledge in both medicine and alchemy.

“How dare you doubt Mr. Chance when he has already brought the pills over? Do you want
the body pill or not?” Theodore yelled angrily while kicking Shane from behind.

Shane let out a surprised yelp and quickly apologized, “I’m sorry, Mr. Chance! I didn’t mean it
like that! I would never dare doubt you! I was just…”


